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In our global corporate 
world, clear, trusted, 
open, legal entity data is 
an essential 
requirement for good 
business… and a fair 
society
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Today it’s difficult. 
Tomorrow it will be even 

harder    

The Challenge   



170+ million companies
220+ million officerships

‘Company registry for 
the world’.  The largest 
open database of 
companies in the world 
is shining a light on the 
corporate world 

Our solution   



Using our own custom bot framework and QA 
systems, we analyse it, understand it, standardise 
it, and make available to a level and freshness 
never before seen. 

We then make available in a consistent form, 
including full provenance, providing a clear line of 
sight to the source and provide alerts to changes.

Automatically 
collecting company 
data from hundreds 
of official sources

Approach   

…delivered in an easy to ingest 
global schema 



Available 

freely, openly 

on the web or 

via API & bulk 

for use at 

scale

Our product   
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We provide the 
‘Trusted entity’ data 
for our clients    
Our high-quality data has proven utility 
across diverse set of commercial use 
cases.  The API and bulk data products 
powers KYC solutions, business 
intelligence as well anti-corruption use 
cases within a Bluechip + FinTech client 
base, as well as for governments, NGO’s 
and investigators. 

Existing Clients  
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What’s new and  
roadmap



- Recent developments: 
- Team growth - hired CDO (Rebecca Lee) and CTO (Alan Buxton)
- Published white paper on White Box vs Black Box data 
- Partnership with LexisNexis Legal & Professional 
- Public Sector Information Directive 
- Secured £1m grant from Westlake Foundation

- We have grown our company universe to 170m companies today. New jurisdictions 
added in 2018/9 
- Germany 
- Brazil
- Iran 
- Cambodia 
- Bulgaria  

- Court case with the Quebec company register 
- Board of Trustees well engaged 
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OpenCorporates - what’s new?    

Latest   



- Innovation: 
- Corporates Events Data 
- Reconciliation 
- Global LEI foundation 

- New jurisdictions 
- Belize IBC 
- Estonia
- Kosovo
- Czech Republic 
- Russia 
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OpenCorporates product and roadmap   

Our roadmap   



Questions and next 
steps
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opencorporates.com


